Security Solutions

ARLO PORTABLE BASE STATION

A simple but very effective way of catching events
when they happen. View live anytime and receive
instant email or mobile alerts whenever motion or
audio is detected.
Enjoy a professional and free cloud service that stores
your video events from the past 7 days and the plan
will never expire. We have packed all this tech into one
case, making it simple to deploy when required.
A maximum of ten cameras can be connected to the
case. The camera will only connect to the synced base
station. We have placed a sync button on the case for
you to add further cameras at any time, you can also
delete cameras from the base station if required via
the APP.
Each camera has its own rechargeable battery and extra
batteries can be purchased from Arlo. The battery life
can last up to 3 months, this depends on how much
you live stream or how frequent motion events occur.
You can also change the recording time from 0-300
seconds when events occur.
Place your own data sim card inside the case and switch
on, its that simple. We can even supply you with a fully
European roaming sim card inside for your data. We
make sure all is working and checked before the unit
is dispatched.

HOW DOES IT WORK
Cameras: The complete case can be placed or hidden
up to 100 meters away from the cameras, this ensures
a good strong meshed signal from each camera.
The individual camera signal strength and battery
percentage is also displayed on the APP.
The cameras have their own battery inside and they are
charged via the supplied camera charger.
They are robust and will withstand harsh weather
conditions, they are also waterproof. Arlo offer many
types of cameras ranging from 1080 picture quality up
to 4K. Any of the Arlo range can be synchronised with
the case, in some cases you may not require such a high
definition camera in a certain place, so its great to use
various types with a single portable base station.

Camouflaging: Arlo offer a great range
of skins for the cameras. Depending on
the type of operation you have, you can
choose and purchase the skin of
your choice.
Magnetic Mount: The Arlo
cameras are secured via a
magnetic ball; this allows you to
place the camera more precisely
in the direction of the view you
wish to control. These types of
mounts are widely available and
easy to attach to the camera.

The Camera Battery: This battery is also removable, so
you can quickly replace the battery if required. Charging
time is around 4-5 hours
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THE PORTABLE BASE STATION
A robust and standalone base station that is simple to
use and control. It allows you to Synchronise up to ten
cameras to the case.

FEATURES:
Internal GPS: This allows you to track the case live from
one second intervals. You can also ARM the case and be
informed if it is moved.
Remotely switching the case on/off: The ability to remotely
switch the case on or off is a brilliant feature, this also
enhances battery life, especially if the case is not required
to be on at certain times.
Battery Indicator: The case has a simple push button that
will display the battery percentage.
Synchronize camera button: Syncing your cameras to the
case is very simple. Push the button on the case and at the
same time, push the button down on the camera.
Lithium-ion batteries: The case is fitted with 77Ah quality
batteries, this ensure a battery life between 7-9 days,
however this can be extended if the case is remotely turned
off at certain periods.
Viewing battery life remotely: The tactical tracking APP
from gotek7 allows you complete control over the case
remotely and the ability to view the position and the
battery percentage at all times.
External Charging: The base station can be charged via a
vehicle or a power pack supplied by gotek7. It can also be
charged via 110-240V. The correct mains charger is supplied
with the base station.
USB Flash Drive: All footage is stored in the cloud; however,
you also have the option to also store the information on
external storage.
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Viewing your Cameras via the Arlo APP
Easily control and
interact with all your Arlo
products

Safely store your videos
and audio recordings and
view from anywhere

Simple to use: The APP is very simple to
use; it allows you to ARM your cameras
for motion or even audio. You can make
many changes, like sensitivity on motion
and light and much more. You can also
inform the camera to only alert you if
either people/vehicles pass near the
camera, another great feature is to
inform the camera not to alert if any
animals pass the camera, this could save
many alerts if being used out in the field.
Playback: Viewing you video footage is
simple. They are listed on the APP with
a precise time and date. Remember
you can choose how long you want it to
record when a motion occurs, from 10
seconds to 3 minutes, or however long
the motion activity lasts.
Activity Zones: This is a great feature if
placing the camera with an environment
that might be busy with people or

Get alerts for what
matters and filter out
what doesn’t

activity. It allows you to place and move
a zone on the APP, if someone moves
within this zone, like a person. Then the
camera will alert you and send all the
footage to the cloud within seconds
Creating your own custom alerts: You
can create your own custom alerts for
specific cameras. For example you may
not want to be alerted when motion
occurs on a certain camera, but you
want it to record the footage for you to
view later, but on certain cameras you
want to be alerted, having this freedom
to make these choices are great.
Cloud based and secure: All footage
from the base station are placed securely
on the net gear servers. Fast and reliable
ensures a powerful and secure service.
You also can store the footage on the
external hard drive on the base station
for back up if required.

Push Alerts are responsive and quick:
Using Arlo you will find that alerts are
extremely quick, it normally happens
within 3-6 seconds, a very reliable way
of being informed once some type of
activity occurs.

Viewing and controlling your Arlo’s
Cameras via a PC: This is very simple,
and you have all the functions at your
fingertips from your PC or MAC. You can
view your cameras live at any time and
view any previous footage.

Summary
A complete and robust system that informs you if any motion occurs, the ability to be informed instantly and either view live or
view the footage later is remarkable. The fact that you can place up to ten cameras and receive all various angles of the footage
from different camera’s is also a huge benefit against other systems.
Powerful and reliable and the ability to have complete control remotely are just some of special attributes that makes this Portable
Arlo System unique.
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